“And for the support of this Declaration,
with a firm reliance on the protection of
divine Providence, we mutually pledge
to each other our Lives, our Fortunes
and our sacred Honor.”
-- Declaration of Independence

GENERAL WASHINGTON DISPATCH #1209 – August 1776

To the Congress:
I can now report with some certainty that the eve of
battle is near at hand…At the present time my forces
consist entirely of …a total of 5000 troops to stand
against 25,000 of the enemy, and I begin to notice
that many of us are lads under 15 and old men, none
of whom could truly be called soldiers…
…As I write these words the enemy is plainly in sight
beyond the river. How it will end only Providence
can direct, but…what brave men I shall lose before
this business ends.
Your obedient,
G. Washington

Trusting in the Unknown
• Isaac, the son of promise –
• Abraham’s test of faith –
– Abraham’s thoughts –
• To our knowledge, in the history of the world,
raising the dead had never been done before
– Abraham believed in something he had
never seen, and acted accordingly
– Noah did not see the flood, yet moved with
faith regarding God’s words –
– Why?

Trusting in the Unknown
• In what do we believe that we have never
seen?
– We believe in a spiritual realm –
– We believe in “intelligent design” –
– We believe in the resurrection of the dead –
– We believe in Heaven – New Jerusalem –

Trusting in the Unknown
• Do we believe in vain? Are we wasting our
time?
–Hope that is seen is not hope –
–Faith is substance, evidence –
–We stand on the promises of God
• Why did Abraham/Noah believe?
–The question we must ask is “Do we
believe…?”

